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1. Name of PropertiT^

historic name Citizens Bank Tower

other names/site number N/A

2. Location

street & number 2200 North Classen Boulevard

city or tovim Oklahoma City

not for publication 

] vicinity

state Oklahoma code OK county Oklahoma code 109 zip code 73106

3. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,
I hereby certify that this X nomination___request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards
for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional 
requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion, the property _)^ meets___ does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property
be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance:
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Citizens Bank Tower
Name of Property

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
County and State

5. Classification

Ownership of Property
(Check as many boxes as apply)

Category of Property
(Check only one box)

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

Contributing Noncontributing
X private X building(s) 4 0 buildings

public - Locai district 0 0 district
public - State site 0 0 site
public - Federal structure 0 0 structure

object 0 0 object
4 0 Total

Name of related multiple property listing
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the National Register

N/A

6. Function or Use

N/A

Historic Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

Commerce/Trade: office building, specialty store 

Transportation: road-related: parking garage

Current Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

Domestic: multiple dwelling

Transportation: road-related: parking garage 

Commerce/Trade: specialty store

7. Description
Architecturai Ciassification
(Enter categories from instructions)

Modern Movement: Wrightian

Materials
(Enter categories from instructions)

foundation: Concrete

walls: Concrete

Metal: aluminum

roof: Asphalt

other: Glass

Citizens Bank Tower 
Name of Property 

5. Classification 

Ownership of Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply) 

private 

public - Local 

public - State 

public - Federal 

Category of Property 
(Check only one box) 

X building(s) 

district 

site 

structure 

object 

Name of related multiple property listing 
(Enter 'NIA' if property is not part of a multiple property listing) 

N/A 

6. Function or Use 

Historic Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

Commerce/Trade: office building, specialty store 

Transportation: road-related: parking garage 

7. Description 

Architectural Classlflcation 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

Modern Movement: Wrightian 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
County and State 

Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.) 

Contributing Noncontributing 
4 0 buildings 
0 0 district 
0 0 site 
0 0 structure 
0 0 object 
4 0 Total 

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed In the National Register 

N/A 

Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

Domestic: multiple dwelling 

Transportation: road-related: parking garage 

Commerce/Trade: specialty store 

Materials 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

foundation: Concrete --------------
w a II s: Concrete 

Metal: aluminum 

roof: Asphalt 

other: Glass -----------------
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Citizens Bank Tower
Name of Property

Oklahoma, Qkiahoma 
County and State

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance of the property. Explain contributing and noncontributing resources 
if necessary. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as 
its location, setting, size, and significant features.)

Summary Paragraph

The Citizens Tower is a complex of four interconnected buildings that are located on a suburban block approximately two 
miles north of Oklahoma City’s central business district. It is bound on the west by Classen Boulevard, the south by 
Northwest 21®* Street, the north by Northwest 23"* Street and on the east by North Western Avenue. The complex consists 
of a 20-story hexagonal tower rising from a recessed base; a triangular retail wing set at an angle to the tower and 
bordered by Classen and Northwest 21®* Street; a broad three-level parking garage; and a utility building, a triangular form 
located between the main tower and the parking garage. The tower is the central feature of the site but all of the buildings 
date to the same timeframe and share a common style and building material.

Narrative Description 

Tower
The tower is a hexagonal mid-twentieth century buiiding with a narrow entrance base featuring public entrances on the 
north, southwest and southeast sides. The building’s recessed base is comprised of painted concrete accented by 
polished white marble panels. There are three first floor entrances spaced between masonry cores that house the 
elevators and stairs. The doors are glass with aluminum framing. The two entrances facing obliquely onto Classen 
Boulevard have revolving doors; the third entrance, facing the parking garage, has outward swinging doors. A projecting 
fascia band above the first floor is faced with gold-anodized corrugated aluminum panels that serve as sun shades. The 
upper floors are faced with glass panels and dark anodized aluminum muliions. It has slightly tinted glass and spandrel 
glass panels. The reinforced concrete building rises 20 stories to a height of 287 feet and has two basement levels.

The building’s structure is post-tensioned concrete. Its 39 feet hexagonal core has eighteen inch concrete walls from which 
tapered floor slabs cantilever. They have a thickness of two-and-one-half feet where they join the core and taper to six 
inches where they join the curtain wall, 30 feet from the core. At the vertical lines of every other angie in this hexagon, one 
of the wall surfaces slides past the other, extending out a few feet and then returning abruptly to form a V-shaped space 
on each floor. This gives the plan a pinwheel shape.

The hexagonal main shaft of the building has two distinct fa$ade treatments. The four northern, eastern and western 
facing sides have a series of vertical louvers attached at approximately six-foot horizontal increments and rising up the fuii 
height of the building, terminating in clipped angles approximately three feet above the parapet. These panels are 
approximately four feet wide and divided into eight feet attached segments. They are approximately three inches thick and 
have gold-anodized corrugated aluminum surfaces. These louvers are set at a 60 degree angle to the actual fagade, 
attaching at the window mullion line. A gold-anodized aiuminum framework attaches and braces these louvers or sun 
shades via a perimeter box-iike frame around each louver plus a series of web-like diagonal struts attached to a vertical 
member fixed to the adjacent window vertical mullion line. This establishes a rhythm of louvers spaced at every other 
vertical mullion line creating alternating ranks of shaded and un-shaded windows. From obiique views of the building, the 
louvers either disappear visually, as their edges line up with the vantage point, or they provide an appearance of a totally 
gold-colored fagade, as the perspective changes. Some louvers, which had faded over the years, have been recently 
painted gold. Two of the six elevations that face generally southward have no louvers and provide a dramatically different 
image of the tower. These coincide with balconies and a highly sculpted crown that accentuates this distinct appearance.

(See continuation sheets)

Citizens Bank Tower 
Name of Property 

Narrative Description 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
County and State 

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance of the property. Explain contributing and noncontributing resources 
if necessary. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as 
its location, setting, size, and significant features.) 

Summary Paragraph 

The Citizens Tower is a complex of four interconnected buildings that are located on a suburban block approximately two 
miles north of Oklahoma City's central business district. It is bound on the west by Classen Boulevard, the south by 
Northwest 21 st Street, the north by Northwest 23rd Street and on the east by North Western Avenue. The complex consists 
of a 20-story hexagonal tower rising from a recessed base; a triangular retail wing set at an angle to the tower and 
bordered by Classen and Northwest 21 st Street; a broad three-level parking garage; and a utility building, a triangular form 
located between the main tower and the parking garage. The tower is the central feature of the site but all of the buildings 
date to the same timeframe and share a common style and building material. 

Narrative Description 

Tower 
The tower is a hexagonal mid-twentieth century building with a narrow entrance base featuring public entrances on the 
north, southwest and southeast sides. The building's recessed base is comprised of painted concrete accented by 
polished white marble panels. There are three first floor entrances spaced between masonry cores that house the 
elevators and stairs. The doors are glass with aluminum framing. The two entrances facing obliquely onto Classen 
Boulevard have revolving doors; the third entrance, facing the parking garage, has outward swinging doors. A projecting 
fascia band above the first floor is faced with gold-anodized corrugated aluminum panels that serve as sun shades. The 
upper floors are faced with glass panels and dark anodized aluminum mullions. It has slightly tinted glass and spandrel 
glass panels. The reinforced concrete building rises 20 stories to a height of 287 feet and has two basement levels. 

The building's structure is post-tensioned concrete. Its 39 feet hexagonal core has eighteen inch concrete walls from which 
tapered floor slabs cantilever. They have a thickness of two-and-one-half feet where they join the core and taper to six 
inches where they join the curtain wall , 30 feet from the core. At the vertical lines of every other angle in this hexagon, one 
of the wall surfaces slides past the other, extending out a few feet and then returning abruptly to form a V-shaped space 
on each floor. This gives the plan a pinwheel shape. 

The hexagonal main shaft of the building has two distinct facade treatments. The four northern, eastern and western 
facing sides have a series of vertical louvers attached at approximately six-foot horizontal increments and rising up the full 
height of the building, terminating in clipped angles approximately three feet above the parapet. These panels are 
approximately four feet wide and divided into eight feet attached segments. They are approximately three inches thick and 
have gold-anodized corrugated aluminum surfaces. These louvers are set at a 60 degree angle to the actual fac;ade, 
attaching at the window mullion line. A gold-anodized aluminum framework attaches and braces these louvers or sun 
shades via a perimeter box-like frame around each louver plus a series of web-like diagonal struts attached to a vertical 
member fixed to the adjacent window vertical mullion line. This establishes a rhythm of louvers spaced at every other 
vertical mullion line creating alternating ranks of shaded and un-shaded windows. From oblique views of the building, the 
louvers either disappear visually, as their edges line up with the vantage point, or they provide an appearance of a totally 
gold-colored facade, as the perspective changes. Some louvers, which had faded over the years, have been recently 
painted gold. Two of the six elevations that face generally southward have no louvers and provide a dramatically different 
image of the tower. These coincide with balconies and a highly sculpted crown that accentuates this distinct appearance. 

(See continuation sheets) 
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The main mass continues unbroken until the 18**' floor where the building steps back on the southern two sides to form a 
broad terrace on the IS*’ floor. A cantilevered balcony on the ig*” floor projects partially over this terrace. It and the terrace 
are framed by fin-like concrete walls that rise up the full height of the building and merge with a concrete cap enclosing 
mechanical services in a penthouse. The terraced balcony and concrete walls form a highly distinctive visual crown to the 
building, when viewed from the south. From opposing perspectives, this crown is minimized by the elevation rise to the top 
and the extension of the louvers to create a crenellated profile against the skyline.

The tower’s interior consists of a hexagonal service core that contains four hexagonal elevators plus an inner service and 
fire egress stairway made of metal. The stairs and elevators appear to be enclosed with poured concrete partitions. The 
first floor Is devoted to a large lobby space and has a tall ceiling, white marble floor and walls, plus anodized aluminum 
trim. The upper floors have Y-shaped corridors extending from the eievator lobby, with the remaining core space devoted 
to storage, mechanical runs and small restrooms. The elevators themselves are highly distinctive; they have tall polished 
metal doors that open by retreating from an acute angie, reflecting their hexagonal form. Four elevators sen/ice the main 
area; only two extend above the 17* floor.

The former office floors extend off the main hexagonal service core. Each space has generous access to the perimeter 
windows which are continuous and unusually tall and low. The offices were built out to each tenant’s needs and featured 
drop ceilings and a setback at the windows. At the 18** floor is a broad terrace created by a setback at the southern sides 
of the buiiding. It features a large conference room space bordering the terrace.

The tower has an uppermost floor that contains mechanical equipment. It is rather small In area as it constitutes the core 
of the building. This top floor is faced with poured concrete. There are two lower levels to the tower. The first includes 
space under the plaza and is the iargest floor of the tower. It has a series of corridors some which have marble paneled 
walls. An exterior stairway leads from the plaza down to the main entrance of the lower level which is also accessed from 
the parking garage. The lower level contains large storage areas plus spaces that have been adapted into a laundry, game 
room, fitness center, indoor pool and offices. Below this is a small subbasement that contains boilers, electrical panels and 
other building services.

Retail Building
The one-story flat roof retail building is located at the south end of the property, accessed from the plaza. Its right-angle 
form has concrete walls on its south and east sides. The west facing angled elevation has a canopy covering a glazed 
glass storefront wall. The west elevation has dark-anodized aluminum framework and tinted glass windows and doors. The 
large open interior space has been divided through the years to house various tenants.

Retail and Service Building
This one-story flat roof building is constructed of concrete and compliments the lines of the main retail building. This 
triangular concrete structure adjoins the parking garage on the east and the tower on its triangular face. The building has a 
lower parapet wall and a canopy that projects along its side facing the tower. It has retail units facing the tower with similar 
storefront panels. At its northern end is the main mechanical facility for the entire complex.

NPS Form 10-900-a (Rev. 01/2009) 
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Name of Property Citizens Bank Tower 

County and State Oklahoma, Oklahoma 

Name of multiple property listing {if applicable) 

The main mass continues unbroken until the 18th floor where the building steps back on the southern two sides to form a 
broad terrace on the 18th floor. A cantilevered balcony on the 19th floor projects partially over this terrace. It and the terrace 
are framed by fin-like concrete walls that rise up the full height of the building and merge with a concrete cap enclosing 
mechanical services in a penthouse. The terraced balcony and concrete walls form a highly distinctive visual crown to the 
building, when viewed from the south. From opposing perspectives, this crown is minimized by the elevation rise to the top 
and the extension of the louvers to create a crenellated profile against the skyline. 

The tower's interior consists of a hexagonal service core that contains four hexagonal elevators plus an inner service and 
fire egress stairway made of metal. The stairs and elevators appear to be enclosed with poured concrete partitions. The 
first floor is devoted to a large lobby space and has a tall ceiling, white marble floor and walls, plus anodized aluminum 
trim. The upper floors have Y-shaped corridors extending from the elevator lobby, with the remaining core space devoted 
to storage, mechanical runs and small restrooms. The elevators themselves are highly distinctive; they have tall polished 
metal doors that open by retreatin~ from an acute angle, reflecting their hexagonal form. Four elevators service the main 
area; only two extend above the 17 h floor. 

The former office floors extend off the main hexagonal service core. Each space has generous access to the perimeter 
windows which are continuous and unusually tall and low. The offices were built out to each tenant's needs and featured 
drop ceilings and a setback at the windows. At the 18th floor is a broad terrace created by a setback at the southern sides 
of the building. It features a large conference room space bordering the terrace. 

The tower has an uppermost floor that contains mechanical equipment. It is rather small in area as it constitutes the core 
of the building. This top floor is faced with poured concrete. There are two lower levels to the tower. The first includes 
space under the plaza and is the largest floor of the tower. It has a series of corridors some which have marble paneled 
walls. An exterior stairway leads from the plaza down to the main entrance of the lower level which is also accessed from 
the parking garage. The lower level contains large storage areas plus spaces that have been adapted into a laundry, game 
room, fitness center, indoor pool and offices. Below this is a small subbasement that contains boilers, electrical panels and 
other building services. 

Retall Bulldlng 
The one-story flat roof retail building is located at the south end of the property, accessed from the plaza. Its right-angle 
form has concrete walls on its south and east sides. The west facing angled elevation has a canopy covering a glazed 
glass storefront wall. The west elevation has dark-anodized aluminum framework and tinted glass windows and doors. The 
large open interior space has been divided through the years to house various tenants. 

Retall and Service Bulldlng 
This one-story flat roof building is constructed of concrete and compliments the lines of the main retail building. This 
triangular concrete structure adjoins the parking garage on the east and the tower on its triangular face. The building has a 
lower parapet wall and a canopy that projects along its side facing the tower. It has retail units facing the tower with similar 
storefront panels. At its northern end is the main mechanical facility for the entire complex. 
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Parking Garage
The parking garage is a three-ievel building that is located between Western, Northwest 21®* and Northwest 22™* Streets. 
Its lowest deck is set below grade, the middle deck is at grade and the uppermost deck is an open area. The garage is 
constructed of poured reinforced concrete with low continuous deck walls that have broad openings and a structural 
column system set back from the perimeter to create an open cantiievered appearance. The garage ceilings are coffered 
concrete and the interior and exterior concrete walls have been painted.

Alterations
Tower
The most substantive alteration to the tower is the conversion from office space to residential apartments. The interior of 
the tower has been adapted to apartment units with four units on the principle floors and two penthouse units on the three 
uppermost levels. These units have large living/dining/kitchen spaces with separate bedrooms located at the perimeter. 
The main lobby and Y-shaped lobbies on each floor were left intact as was the 18*** floor meeting room. The lower levels of 
the tower were reconfigured to provide amenities for the residents including a swimming pool, fitness center and service 
desk.

Prior to rehabilitation of the Citizens Bank Tower in 2007-08, the existing walls were drywall. The corridor walls and those 
around the stairs were poured concrete. The corridor walls on each floor had marble facing. Office walls were built to serve 
various tenant needs and were intially built out by each tenant. Those office walls were removed and rearranged by 
tenants over time. After rehabilitation in 2007-08 the existing corridor walls and stairwell walls were retained including the 
marble facing. New partitions were added in the conversion from office use to residential use in the individual units. Walis 
were constructed at a minimal level to preserve the openness and spaciousness. Walls were constructed to intersect with 
mullions to prevent interfering with existing window patterns. It is also important to note that the original octagonal 
elevators were repaired and maintained as part of the building renovation. The doors of the elevators are a special design 
that is no longer manufactured and special care is used to maintain the appearance and function. Finally, the main lobby of 
the building, an important focal point for the entire complex, was completely restored including the anodized gold ceiling, 
marble wall treatments and glass chandelier.

Retail Buildings
A new mechanical cooling unit was added along the north side of the smaller retail and utility building. The altered 
storefronts were removed and replace with a storefront system consistent with the original appearance.

Parking Garage
The top floor of the parking garage was adapted for recreational/outdoor tenant needs. This included the construction of 
recreational courts.

The Citizens Bank Tower and its supplemental buildings are in excellent condition and maintain excellent integrity. The 
gold color of the aluminum louvers and fascia coordinate with the adjacent Citizens State Bank Building with its gold 
anodized aluminum geodesic dome.
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Parking Garage 
The parking garage is a three-level building that is located' between Western, Northwest 21 st and Northwest 22nd Streets. 
Its lowest deck is set below grade, the middle deck is at grade and the uppermost deck is an open area. The garage is 
constructed of poured reinforced concrete with low continuous deck walls that have broad openings and a structural 
column system set back from the perimeter to create an open cantilevered appearance. The garage ceilings are coffered 
concrete and the interior and exterior concrete walls have been painted. 

Alterations 
Tower 
The most substantive alteration to the tower is the conversion from office space to residential apartments. The interior of 
the tower has been adapted to apartment units with four units on the principle floors and two penthouse units on the three 
uppermost levels. These units have large living/dining/kitchen spaces with separate bedrooms located at the perimeter. 
The main lobby and Y-shaped lobbies on each floor were left intact as was the 18th floor meeting room. The lower levels of 
the tower were reconfigured to provide amenities for the residents including a swimming pool, fitness center and service 
desk. 

Prior to rehabilitation of the Citizens Bank Tower in 2007-08, the existing walls were drywall. The corridor walls and those 
around the stairs were poured concrete. The corridor walls on each floor had marble facing. Office walls were built to serve 
various tenant needs and were intially built out by each tenant. Those office walls were removed and rearranged by 
tenants over time. After rehabilitation in 2007-08 the existing corridor walls and stairwell walls were retained including the 
marble facing. New partitions were added in the conversion from office use to residential use in the individual units. Walls 
were constructed at a minimal level to preserve the openness and spaciousness. Walls were constructed to intersect with 
mullions to prevent interfering with existing window patterns. It is also important to note that the original octagonal 
elevators were repaired and maintained as part of the building renovation. The doors of the elevators are a special design 
that is no longer manufactured and special care is used to maintain the appearance and function. Finally, the main lobby of 
the building, an important focal point for the entire complex, was completely restored including the anodized. gold ceiling, 
marble wall treatments and glass chandelier. 

Retail Bulldlngs 
A new mechanical cooling unit was added along the north side of the smaller retail and utility building. The altered 
storefronts were removed and replace with a storefront system consistent with the original appearance. 

Parking Garage 
The top floor of the parking garage was adapted for recreational/outdoor tenant needs. This included the construction of 
recreational courts. 

The Citizens Bank Tower and its supplemental buildings are in excellent condition and maintain excellent integrity. The 
gold color of the aluminum louvers and fascia coordinate with the adjacent Citizens State Bank Building with its gold 
anodized aluminum geodesic dome. 



Citizens Bank Tower
Name of Property

Okiahoma, Oklahoma
County and State

8. Statement of Significance
Appiicable Nationai Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for National Register listing)

A Property is associated with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history.

B Property is associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past.

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions)

Architecture

C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics 
of a type, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses high 
artistic values, or represents a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.

D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information 
important in prehistory or history.

Period of Significance

1965-1966

Significant Dates

1965, 1966

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x“ in all the boxes that apply)

Property is:

owed by a religious institution or used for religious 
A purposes.

B removed from its original location.

C a birthplace or grave.

D a cemetery.

E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F a commemorative property.

G less than 50 years old or achieving significance 
within the past 50 years.

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above)

N/A

Cultural Affiliation

N/A

Architect/Buiider

Bozalis, Dickinson & Roloff:

Robert Roloff, principal designer

Period of Significance (justification)
The period of significance is based on the buildings date of construction.

Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary)
Criteria Consideration G is applicable to this building as it was constructed from 1965 to 1966.

Citizens Bank Tower 
Name of Property 

8. Statement of Significance 
Applicable National Register Criteria 
(Mark ' x' in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for National Register listing) 

Property is associated with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history. 

Property is associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past. 

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics 
of a type, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses high 
artistic values, or represents a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction. 

Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information 
important in prehistory or history. 

Criteria Considerations 
(Mark 'x' in all the boxes that apply) 

Property is: 

owed by a religious institution or used for religious 
A purposes. 

B removed from its original location. 

C a birthplace or grave. 

D a cemetery. 

E a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 

F a commemorative property. 

X G less than 50 years old or achieving significance 
within the past 50 years. 

Period of Significance (justification) 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
County and State 

Areas of Significance 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

Architecture 

Period of Significance 

1965-1966 

Significant Dates 

1965, 1966 

Significant Person 
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above) 

N/A 

Cultural Affiliation 

N/A 

Architect/Builder 

Bozalis, Dickinson & Roloff: 

Robert Roloff, principal designer 

The period of significance is based on the buildings date of construction. 

Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary) 
Criteria Consideration G is applicable to this building as it was constructed from 1965 to 1966. 

4 
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Statement of Significance
The Citizen Bank Tower is an architecturally significant building in Oklahoma City with its hexagonal plan, slender profile, 
unusual sunscreens and rigorously sculpted crown. It is eligible under Criterion C as the only example of Wrightian 
architecture as applied to a large office building in Oklahoma City. It was among the first tall office buildings to be erected 
outside of downtown Oklahoma City, setting the standard for other distinctive large freestanding suburban skyscrapers. 
Designed by Robert Roloff of Bozalis, Dickinson and Roloff of Oklahoma City, Roloff considered it a tribute to Frank Lloyd 
Wright and his Price Tower constructed in Bartlesville, Oklahoma. The building was constructed from 1965 to 1966 and 
must meet Criteria Consideration G for exceptional significance. The Citizens Bank Tower aptly meets this requirement as 
a highly distinctive building with its unusual design, its progressive structural elements, its link to the Price Tower and its 
association with an architectural firm responsible for some of Oklahoma City’s more distinctive early Modern buildings.

Oklahoma City was first settled in 1889, and by the time that Oklahoma was admitted to the Union in 1907, the City was 
the population center and commercial hub of the new state, as well as the State capital. The community had become a 
major regional commercial center, railway hub and had several large meat packing plants. Oil was discovered in the city 
proper in 1928, and the influx of oil money within the community greatly accelerated the city’s growth and the construction 
of many high-rise and significant buildings in the city core. Even during the Great Depression some residents who had 
made money during this early oil boom escaped serious financial difficulties but the majority of Oklahomans did not.

As new businesses and industries moved into the downtown, the city necessarily expanded. In terms of geographical area, 
the city covered 15.6 square miles in 1910, 17.2 square miles by 1920, and by 1930 it had grown to 25.2 square miles.^ 
Oklahoma City, between 1945 and 1971, experienced unprecedented growth and opportunity. The period is marked by a 
tremendous building boom and annexation. This period is also marked by the shift to modern times as new technology 
changed how Oklahomans lived. Starting in 1949, Oklahoma City annexed so much surrounding land that it almost 
doubled in size from its 1930s numbers. The growth was not strictly concentric, but had a northward pattern. From this 
expansion came new commercial centers and accelerated movement out of the downtown into the growing community. 
New schools were built to educate the growing number of children as a result of the population boom in Oklahoma City. 
New churches were building in the growing neighborhoods. New was seen as good and wherever possible, new buildings 
were constructed to meet the need of the new Oklahoma City.

Commerical architecture following WWII in Oklahoma City embraced bold new concepts. Commerical resources of the 
postwar period include office buildings, banks, specialty and department stores, restaurants, automobile showrooms and 
dealerships and motels. Immediately following WWII, new commercial buildings were generally located in the established 
commercial centers, such as downtowns and consisted of freestanding buiidings that followed the Modern stylistic trend 
and were constructed with modern materials. By the end of the 1950s, however, new commerical construction was usually 
located in the new suburbs and expanding subdivisions at the edges of Oklahoma City. Architectural styles in commercial 
architecture from the postwar period include Brutalism, Exaggerated Modern, Gothic Revival, Modern, New Formalism, 
and Post Modern. Single examples of specific styles include Contemporary, Miesian, Populuxe and Wrightian which was 
identified as the Citizens Bank Tower.

* Workers of the Writers Program of the Works Project Administration, Oklahoma: A Guide to the Sooner State (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1941), p. 182-183.
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The Citizen Bank Tower is an architecturally significant building in Oklahoma City with its hexagonal plan, slender profile, 
unusual sunscreens and rigorously sculpted crown. It is eligible under Criterion C as the only example of Wrightian 
architecture as applied to a large office building in Oklahoma City. It was among the first tall office buildings to be erected 
outside of downtown Oklahoma City, setting the standard for other distinctive large freestanding suburban skyscrapers. 
Designed by Robert Roloff of Bozalis, Dickinson and Roloff of Oklahoma City, Roloff considered it a tribute to Frank Lloyd 
Wright and his Price Tower constructed in Bartlesville, Oklahoma. The building was constructed from 1965 to 1966 and 
must meet Criteria Consideration G for exceptional significance. The Citizens Bank Tower aptly meets this requirement as 
a highly distinctive building with its unusual design, its progressive structural elements, its link to the Price Tower and its 
association with an architectural firm responsible for some of Oklahoma City's more distinctive early Modern buildings. 

Oklahoma City was first settled in 1889, and by the time that Oklahoma was admitted to the Union in 1907, the City was 
the population center and commercial hub of the new state, as well as the State capital. The community had become a 
major regional commercial center, railway hub and had several large meat packing plants. Oil was discovered in the city 
proper in 1928, and the influx of oil money within the community greatly accelerated the city's growth and the construction 
of many high-rise and significant buildings in the city core. Even during the Great Depression some residents who had 
made money during this early oil boom escaped serious financial difficulties but the majority of Oklahomans did not. 

As new businesses and industries moved into the downtown, the city necessarily expanded. In terms of geographical area2 the city covered 15.6 square miles in 1910, 17.2 square miles by 1920, and by 1930 it had grown to 25.2 square miles. 
Oklahoma City, between 1945 and 1971, experienced unprecedented growth and opportunity. The period is marked by a 
tremendous building boom and annexation. This period is also marked by the shift to modern times as new technology 
changed how Oklahomans lived. Starting in 1949, Oklahoma City annexed so much surrounding land that it almost 
doubled in size from its 1930s numbers. The growth was not strictly concentric, but had a northward pattern. From this 
expansion came new commercial centers and accelerated movement out of the downtown into the growing community. 
New schools were built to educate the growing number of children as a result of the population boom in Oklahoma City. 
New churches were building in the growing neighborhoods. New was seen as good and wherever possible, new buildings 
were constructed to meet the need of the new Oklahoma City. 

Commerical architecture following WWII- in Oklahoma City embraced bold new concepts. Commerical resources of the 
postwar period include office buildings, banks, specialty and department stores, restaurants, automobile showrooms and 
dealerships and motels. Immediately following WWII, new commercial buildings were generally located in the established 
commercial centers, such as downtowns and consisted of freestanding buildings that followed the Modern stylistic trend 
and were constructed with modern materials. By the end of the 1950s, however, new commerical construction was usually 
located in the new suburbs and expanding subdivisions at the edges of Oklahoma City. Architectural styles in commercial 
architecture from the postwar period include Brutalism, Exaggerated Modern, Gothic Revival, Modern, New Formalism, 
and Post Modern. Single examples of specific styles include Contemporary, Miesian, Populuxe and Wrightian which was 
identified as the Citizens Bank Tower. 

2 Workers of the Writers Program of the Works Project Administration, Oklahoma: A Guide to the Sooner State (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1941), p. 182-183. 
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In a recent modern architecture survey of Oklahoma City, with the boundaries identified as 1-44 to the north and west, 1-35 
to the east and 1-240 to the south, 224 buildings were identified as constructed between 1950 and 1971. The buildings in 
the survey were limited to publicly owned and commercial buildings. Of the buildings surveyed 48 were government 
sponsored buildings and 47 were religious facilities. From the total surveyed 72 were determined eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places of which four were identified as skyscrapers. All four skyscrapers were constructed between 
1962 and 1966. Two of the skyscrapers were constructed in the downtown core as a residential building and a corporate 
office; a third was constructed in conjunction with a hospital; and the fourth skyscraper is the Citizens Bank Tower.

Plans for the construction of Citizens Bank Tower were announced on August 2, 1963 in the Oklahoman. While the 
complex was planned for the lot adjacent to the Citizens State Bank (NR #03000875), and was designed to relate in 
character to the bank, it was not affiliated with the bank.^ The location of the tower was important; at the edge of an 
established neighborhood at the edge of downtown Oklahoma City; the crossroads of a busy commercial district outside of 
the downtown core of Oklahoma City; along the trolley line that had been in place since 1910; and adjacent to the gold 
dome Citizen State Bank.

The commission of the Citizens Bank Tower coincided with the International Style of architecture, a movement devoid of 
decoration. Early use of the International style can be seen throughout the downtown core of Oklahoma City in banking 
businesses. The International Style was not exclusive to banks and can be identified on multiple buildings in all of 
Oklahoma City. However, the Board of Directors for this project, who were some of the same men serving as the directors 
of the Citizens State Bank, wanted something different for the Citizens Bank Tower. Robert Roloff, the architect for the 
Tower, opted to emulate the design of the Price Tower (NR # 74001670), Frank Lloyd Wright’s building in Bartlesville, 
Oklahoma by focusing on the geometry and the design concept of creating a total work of art. Wright’s foundation in 
architectural design is credited to Louis Sullivan with a creative genius he applied to each building commission; changing 
the idiom of “form follows function” to “form and function are one.”“

The Price Tower, constructed from 1953 to 1956, and designed by Frank Lloyd Wright was one of two completed designs 
for a high-rise buildings by Wright during his long career and was the only one that could be termed a skyscraper. Located 
in the urban landscape of Bartlesville, the Price Tower is situated within a dominant twentieth-century business trend that 
used tall buildings to shape American corporate identities. Price Tower, however, exemplified Wright’s ideas on urban 
density and planning; he believed it was “as assertion of the American sense of itself.”®

The Price Tower was his only design to incorporate commercial, retail and residential spaces in one high-rise building. It 
was one of a group of sixteen Wright buildings singled out in 1959 by the American Institute of Architects and the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation as his most important “to the nation...which ought to be preserved in their original form.”® In 
this building, as with others from this period of his career, Wright sought to destroy “the box” by opening up walls and 
providing vistas between rooms and between indoor spaces and the outdoors by means of windows that flooded the 
rooms with natural light. He created this indoor/outdoor space by utilizing equilateral parollelograms for the floor plans and 
sunscreens at the corners of the building.

® Oklahoman., August 9,1964, page 131 
httD://www.cmaww.com/historic/flw/bio.html. 8/24/2009

® This quote is thought to be from Frank Lloyd Wright’s opening day remarks. It appears without a source in the Nationai Register of 
Historic Piaces nomination for the Price Tower.
® “Preserving Wright’s Architecture,” New York Times, Aprii 19, 1959: X-17.
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In a recent modern architecture survey of Oklahoma City, with the boundaries identified as 1-44 to the north and west, 1-35 
to the east and 1-240 to the south, 224 buildings were identified as constructed between 1950 and 1971. The buildings in 
the survey were limited to publicly owned and commercial buildings. Of the buildings surveyed 48 were government 
sponsored buildings and 47 were religious facilities. From the total surveyed 72 were determined eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places of which four were identified as skyscrapers. All four skyscrapers were constructed between 
1962 and 1966. Two of the skyscrapers were constructed in the downtown core as a residential building and a corporate 
office; a third was constructed in conjunction with a hospital; and the fourth skyscraper is the Citizens Bank Tower. 

Plans for the construction of Citizens Bank Tower were announced on August 2, 1963 in the Oklahoman. While the 
complex was planned for the lot adjacent to the Citizens State Bank (NR #03000875), and was designed to relate in 
character to the bank, it was not affiliated with the bank.3 The location of the tower was important; at the edge of an 
established neighborhood at the edge of downtown Oklahoma City; the crossroads of a busy commercial district outside of 
the downtown core of Oklahoma City; along the trolley line that had been in place since 191 O; and adjacent to the gold 
dome Citizen State Bank. 

The commission of the Citizens Bank Tower coincided with the International Style of architecture, a movement devoid of 
decoration. Early use of the International style can be seen throughout the downtown core of Oklahoma City in banking 
businesses. The International Style was not exclusive to banks and can be identified on multiple buildings in all of 
Oklahoma City. However, the Board of Directors for this project, who were some of the same men serving as the directors 
of the Citizens State Bank, wanted something different for the Citizens Bank Tower. Robert Roloff, the architect for the 
Tower, opted to emulate the design of the Price Tower (NR # 74001670), Frank Lloyd Wright's building in Bartlesville, 
Oklahoma by focusing on the geometry and the design concept of creating a total work of art. Wright's foundation in 
architectural design is credited to Louis Sullivan with a creative genius he applied to each building commission; changing 
the idiom of ''form follows function" to ''form and function are one."4 

The Price Tower, constructed from 1953 to 1956, and designed by Frank Lloyd Wright was one of two completed designs 
for a high-rise buildings by Wright during his long career and was the only one that could be termed a skyscraper. Located 
in the urban landscape of Bartlesville, the Price Tower is situated within a dominant twentieth-century business trend that 
used tall buildings to shape American corporate identities. Price Tower, however, exemplified Wright's ideas on urban 
density and planning; he believed it was "as assertion of the American sense of itself."5 

The Price Tower was his only design to incorporate commercial, retail and residential spaces in one high-rise building. It 
was one of a group of sixteen Wright buildings singled out in 1959 by the American Institute of Architects and the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation as his most important ''to the nation ... which ought to be preserved in their original form."6 In 
this building, as with others from this period of his career, Wright sought to destroy ''the box'' by opening up walls and 
providing vistas between rooms and between indoor spaces and the outdoors by means of windows that flooded the 
rooms with natural light. He created this indoor/outdoor space by utilizing equilateral parollelograms for the floor plans and 
sunscreens at the corners of the building. · 

3 Oklahoman., August 9, 1964, page 131 
4 http://www.cmgww.com/historic/flw/bio.html, 8/24/2009 
5 This quote is thought to be from Frank Lloyd Wright's opening day remarks. It appears without a source in the National Register of 
Historic Places nomination for the Price Tower. 
6 "Preserving Wright's Architecture," New York Times, April 19, 1959: X-17. 
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As Wright’s only realized example to incorporate commercial, retail and living spaces, the Price Tower remains a unique 
symbol, readdressing the shape, materiality and function of a modern skyscraper during the mid-twentieth century. By 
creating a vertical street, Wright has freed land around the base and allowed the building to stand ”in its own park casting 
its own shadow upon its own ground.”^

Robert Roloff was making a name for himself, as did Wright, but it was specific to Oklahoma City as an architect with 
geometric designs; with buildings constructed prior to the Citizens Bank Tower, it was circular in form from the domed 
Citizens State Bank and the State Capitol Bank, flying saucer in design, both in Oklahoma City. Roloff designed many 
banks; upwards of 30 by the end of his career. According to Roloff, “buildings were problems you had to solve;’’ his largest 
problem with the Citizens Bank Tower was overcoming a Board of Directors that could not decide what they wanted.® An 
additional problem to overcome was a much smaller budget than what was provided to the Price Tower.

The Citizens Bank Tower was a clear move away from his circular designs. It has a hexagonal design on the exterior and 
non-geometric pattern on the interior. Roloff opened up the walls and provided vistas between rooms and between indoor 
spaces and the outdoors by the horizontal windows that flooded each room with natural light. The views of the Oklahoma 
City skyline was created with gold-tinted louvers, tinted glass and window frames. These design features broke up the 
framed panoramas but also reminded the tenant of being “inside’’ a building. All of these design elements are an emulation 
of Wright’s design at Price Tower. While the Price Tower received criticism for small elevators and cramped hallways, 
Roloff created a larger more useful floor plan with spacious elevators and a broad Y-shaped lobby on each floor.®

The floors for the Citizens Bank Tower were built at a rate of one floor every week. The concrete was placed for the core 
and post-tensioned floors at the same time. The post-tension floors are 2 Vz feet thick where they join the core and taper to 
6 inches 30 feet from the core. The reinforced concrete in the core is designed to support all vertical and horizontal forces.

According to Roloff, during construction of the structure, he received many telephone calls worried about the building 
collapsing due to the construction technique. One specifically from a local structural engineer who thought it looked like a 
record player with the records about to collapse on the turntable. He was questioning if Roloff really knew what he was 
doing. Not only did Roloff know about the technique, he smartly had employed the same structural engineer Wright used 
on the Price Tower. Roloff stated that the Citizen Bank Tower was not nearly as controversial in the community as the 
Citizens State Bank and that due to his unusual architectural designs he became known as an architect that would design 
anything.

The first application of post-tensioning is believed to have been conceived by Eugene Freyssinet in 1933 for the foundation 
of a marine terminal in France. The technology was introduced to the United States in 1950 and used in bridge 
construction." It’s most common use in the United States was, and still is, in bridge construction, elevated slabs (parking 
structures and residential or commercial buildings), residential foundations, walls, and columns.

^ Wright, “Toward All.” PTAC Archives.
® Roloff interview with Lynda Schwan, December 29, 2009 
® Roloff inten/iew with McQuillan, May 11, 2007 

Roloff interview with Schwan, December 29, 2009.
" David Billington. The Tower and the Bridge: the new art of structural engineering. Princeton University Press, Princeton NJ, 1983. Pg 
203.
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As Wright's only realized example to incorporate commercial , retail and living spaces, the Price Tower remains a unique 
symbol, readdressing the shape, materiality and function of a modern skyscraper during the mid-twentieth century. By 
creating a vertical street, Wright has freed land around the base and allowed the building to stand "in its own park casting 
its own shadow upon its own ground."7 

Robert Roloff was making a name for himself, as did Wright, but it was specific to Oklahoma City as an architect with 
geometric designs; with buildings constructed prior to the Citizens Bank Tower, it was circular in form from the domed 
Citizens State Bank and the State Capitol Bank, flying saucer in design, both in Oklahoma City. Roloff designed many 
banks; upwards of 30 by the end of his career. According to Roloff, "buildings were problems you had to solve;" his lar@est 
problem with the Citizens Bank Tower was overcoming a Board of Directors that could not decide what they wanted. An 
additional problem to overcome was a much smaller budget than what was provided to the Price Tower. 

The Citizens Bank Tower was a clear move away from his circular designs. It has a hexagonal design on the exterior and 
non-geometric pattern on the interior. Roloff opened up the walls and provided vistas between rooms and between indoor 
spaces and the outdoors by the horizontal windows that flooded each room with natural light. The views of the Oklahoma 
City skyline was created with gold-tinted louvers, tinted glass and window frames. These design features broke up the 
framed panoramas but also reminded the tenant of being "inside" a building. All of these design elements are an emulation 
of Wright's design at Price Tower. While the Price Tower received criticism for small elevators and cramped hallways, 
Roloff created a larger more useful floor plan with spacious elevators and a broad Y-shaped lobby on each floor.9 

The floors for the Citizens Bank Tower were built at a rate of one floor every week. The concrete was placed for the core 
and post-tensioned floors at the same time. The post-tension floors are 2 ½ feet thick where they join the core and taper to 
6 inches 30 feet from the core. The reinforced concrete in the core is designed to support all vertical and horizontal forces. 

According to Roloff, during construction of the structure, he received many telephone calls worried about the building 
collapsing due to the construction technique. One specifically from a local structural engineer who thought it looked like a 
record player with the records about to collapse on the turntable. He was questioning if Roloff really knew what he was 
doing. Not only did Roloff know about the technique, he smartly had employed the same structural engineer Wright used 
on the Price Tower. Roloff stated that the Citizen Bank Tower was not nearly as controversial in the community as the 
Citizens State Bank and that due to his unusual architectural designs he became known as an architect that would design 
anything. 10 

The first application of post-tensioning is believed to have been conceived by Eugene Freyssinet in 1933 for the foundation 
of a marine terminal in France. The technology was introduced to the United States in 1950 and used in bridge 
construction.11 It's most common use in the United States was, and still is, in bridge construction, elevated slabs (parking 
structures and residential or commercial buildings), residential foundations, walls, and columns. 

7 Wright, "Toward All." PTAC Archives. 
8 Roloff interview with Lynda Schwan, December 29, 2009 
9 Roloff interview with McQuillan, May 11, 2007 
10 Roloff interview with Schwan, December 29, 2009. 
11 David Billington. The Tower and the Bridge: the new art of structural engineering. Princeton University Press, Princeton NJ, 1983. Pg 
203. 
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The systems used to post-tension concrete consist of pre-stressing steel that is housed inside a duct or sheath, and allow 
the pre-stressing steel to be placed inside the typical job site formwork at the same time the rebar and other reinforcing is 
placed. Concrete is placed in a typical manner and allowed to reach a predetermined strength before the steel is 
tensioned. Since the pre-stressing steel is housed in the sheathing or duct, it will be free to move inside the concrete 
during the tensioning operation. As the steel is tensioned after concrete placement, the tensioning is done against the 
hardened concrete instead of relying on large steel bulkheads. Using the post-tensioning method of pre-stressing enables 
a builder to get all the advantages of pre-stressed concrete while still enabling the freedom to construct the member, in the 
case of the Citizens Bank Tower, the floor system, on the job site in almost any shape or configuration imaginable.’^

Post-tensioning slabs results in thinner concrete sections and/or longer spans between supports. Designers commonly 
take advantage of this to produce buildings and structures with clear open spaces allowing more architectural freedom. 
Reducing the thickness of each structural floor in a building reduces the total weight of the structure and decreases the 
ceiling to floor height of each level. In below grade structures this can mean less excavation, and in above grade structures 
it can mean a reduced overall building height.’® In the Citizens Bank Tower, it certainly allowed for the construction of two 
sub-basement levels. The installation of the post-tensioned floors in the Citizens Bank Tower was the first recorded use of 
this construction type in Oklahoma City.’"*

Roloff was not certain of the strength of the upper floors of the Tower; he knew it was safe and stable but uncertain of its 
reaction to extreme weight. When it was completed, and Sylvan Goldman, the inventor of the shopping cart, leased the 
penthouse, he was advised to keep his filing cabinets off of the far edges of the cantilever. Upon his passing in 1984, they 
found that not only had he placed file cabinets at the edge but he had put all of them, upwards of fifty, at the edge. Roloff 
was please to learn that the system was even stronger than he suspected.’®

The site plan for the Citizen Bank Tower complex was very specific. According to Roloff, “we didn’t want tobacco stands 
and all right in the tower, so we designed a separate flanking wing for that.”’® The complex was a pleasing monument to 
creating an engaging urban design; a low-scale shop wing set up in contrast to a spectacular tower. ‘The tower has its 
expression, the shops their function without destroying either,” stated Roloff.’^ The Tower creates a visual impact on the 
Oklahoma City skyline giving one a sense of location and identification. Details that make the building distinctive include 
the gold-anodized sunscreens/louvers, hexagonal shape and its “crown.”

The influence of the Citizens Bank Tower on Oklahoma City skyscraper design was significant. Most other buildings 
erected during this time were more conventional in form, location and use of materials. Most were located in downtown 
area and along suburban freeways; not in established residential and commercial neighborhoods like the Citizens Bank 
Tower. Many of the buildings were box-designed International style buildings while the Citizens Bank Tower was Wrightian 
in design and remains the only example of a Wrightian style skyscraper in Oklahoma City. The influence of the Tower 
complex is further seen by the occupants: insurance regional headquarters, physicians, architectural firms, oil company 
headquarters, attorneys and film studio district headquarters; many of which leased an entire floor. Prior to the

16

■ http://Dtconcrete.com/Dtconcrete/whatisintro.htm. 8/31/2009 
'Ibid
I Oklahoman, August 15,1965, page 27.
Roloff interview with Schwan, December 29, 2009. 
Oklahoman, September 6,1965, page 34 
Ibid.
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The systems used to post-tension concrete consist of pre-stressing steel that is housed inside a duct or sheath, and allow 
the pre-stressing steel to be placed inside the typical job site formwork at the same time the rebar and other reinforcing is 
placed. Concrete is placed in a typical manner and allowed to reach a predetermined strength before the steel is 
tensioned. Since the pre-stressing steel is housed in the sheathing or duct, it will be free to move inside the concrete 
during the tensioning operation. As the steel is tensioned after concrete placement, the tensioning is done against the 
hardened concrete instead of relying on large steel bulkheads. Using the post-tensioning method of pre-stressing enables 
a builder to get all the advantages of pre-stressed concrete while still enabling the freedom to construct the member, in the 
case of the Citizens Bank Tower, the floor system, on the job site in almost any shape or configuration imaginable.12 

Post-tensioning slabs results in thinner concrete sections and/or longer spans between supports. Designers commonly 
take advantage of this to produce buildings and structures with clear open spaces allowing more architectural freedom. 
Reducing the thickness of each structural floor in a building reduces the total weight of the structure and decreases the 
ceiling to floor height of each level. In below grade structures this can mean less excavation, and in above grade structures 
it can mean a reduced overall building height.13 In the Citizens Bank Tower, it certainly allowed for the construction of two 
sub-basement levels. The installation of the post-tensioned floors in the Citizens Bank Tower was the first recorded use of 
this construction type in Oklahoma City.14 

Roloff was not certain of the strength of the upper floors of the Tower; he knew it was safe and stable but uncertain of its 
reaction to extreme weight. When it was completed, and Sylvan Goldman, the inventor of the shopping cart, leased the 
penthouse, he was advised to keep his filing cabinets off of the far edges of the cantilever. Upon his passing in 1984, they 
found that not only had he placed file cabinets at the edge but he had put all of them, upwards of fifty, at the edge. Roloff 
was please to· learn that the system was even stronger than he suspected.15 

The site plan for the Citizen Bank Tower complex was very specific. According to Roloff, ''we didn't want tobacco stands 
and all right in the tower, so we designed a separate flanking wing for that."16 The complex was a pleasing monument to 
creating an engaging urban design; a low-scale shop wing set up in contrast to a spectacular tower. ''The tower has its 
expression, the shops their function without destroying either," stated Roloff.17 The Tower creates a visual impact on the 
Oklahoma City skyline giving one a sense of location and identification. Details that make the building distinctive include 
the gold-anodized sunscreens/louvers, hexagonal shape and its "crown." 

The influence of the Citizens Bank Tower on Oklahoma City skyscraper design was significant. Most other buildings 
erected during this time were more conventional in form, location and use of materials. Most were located in downtown 
area and along suburban freeways; not in established residential and commercial neighborhoods like the Citizens Bank 
Tower. Many of the buildings were box-designed International style buildings while the Citizens Bank Tower was Wrightian 
in design and remains the only example of a Wrightian style skyscraper in Oklahoma City. The influence of the Tower 
complex is further seen by the occupants: insurance regional headquarters, physicians, architectural firms, oil company 
headquarters, attorneys and film studio district headquarters; many of which leased an entire floor. Prior to the 

12 
http://ptconcrete.com/ptconcrete/whatisintro.htm, 8/31/2009 

13 Ibid 
14 

Oklahoman, August 15, 1965, page 27. 
15 

Roloff interview with Schwan, December 29, 2009. 
16 

Oklahoman, September 6, 1965, page 34 
17 Ibid. 
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construction of the Citizens State Bank and Tower, the neighborhood was residential with a large public school on the 
same block. In an effort to take advantage of the residential aspect, Citizen State Bank purchased the property, 
demoiished the school and constructed Citizens State Bank with drive through banking.’® The Board of Directors felt that 
their clients also needed office space and started the process of constructing the Citizens Bank Tower.

At a time when most commercial enterprises were constructing their corporate offices, motels, restaurant, etc at the edges 
of the developing City where land was more plentiful for the expansive construction and parking facilities, the Citizens 
Bank Tower opted for a location that was shifting from residential to mi>(ed-use where their clients lived and worked. The 
lot acquisition and the low rise landscape of the neighborhood aiiowed for a verticai expression that could make a dramatic 
impact.

From 1983-83 Roloff designed the Contemporary style, 22-story building in downtown Oklahoma City on Robinson 
Avenue. During the partnership of Bozalis Dickinson Roloff, from 1963 to 1971, Roloff designed the State Capitiol Bank 
(flying saucer bank) and the Citizens Bank Tower. In the partnership of Bailey Bozalis Dickinson Roloff, from 1958-1962, 
Roloff designed three government office buiidings which ranged from two to six stories in the Neo-expressionism and and 
Post-modern styles and the Citizens State Bank (gold dome). In his partnership with Bailey and Bozalis, from 1948-1957, 
he designed one medical facility in Oklahoma City which is a three-story Modern building. Roloff was just one of multiple 
architects associated with these firms who was prolific during his practice and specifically focused on Modern architectural 
styles. The Citizen Bank Tower remains his most identifiable and minimally altered building from this period. Roloff 
believed “that you can build anything but you must let the structure be part of the advertising” which he achieved with the 
design of the Citizens Bank Tower.’®

In conclusion, the Citizens Bank Tower merits recognition as an exceiient local example of a Wrightian style office building 
in Oklahoma City. While the resource is less than fifty years old, it is an exceptional example of this style as the only 
example of Wrightian architecture as applied to commercial/skyscraper buildings in Oklahoma City. Within the context of 
local architecture, the Citizens Bank Tower was at the forefront of modern design and is therefore eligible under Criterion 
C as it retains sufficient integrity to merit recognition of its architectural significance. The Citizens Bank Tower is a 
distinctive building since its construction in 1965-66. Robert Roloff exhibited the relationship between the corporate identity 
and skyscrapers within his own expression of Modern architectural style.

Oklahoman, September 5,1956, page 1.
’® Roloff interview with Schwan, December 29, 2009.
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construction of the Citizens State Bank and Tower, the neighborhood was residential with a large public school on the 
same block. In an effort to take advantage of the residential aspect, Citizen State Bank purchased the property, 
demolished the school and constructed Citizens State Bank with drive through banking.18 The Board of Directors felt that 
their clients also needed office space and started the process of constructing the Citizens Bank Tower. 

At a time when most commercial enterprises were constructing their corporate offices, motels, restaurant, etc at the edges 
of the developing City where land was more plentiful for the expansive construction and parking facilities, the Citizens 
Bank Tower opted for a location that was shifting from residential to mi~ed-use where their clients lived and worked. The 
lot acquisition and the low rise landscape of the neighborhood allowed for a vertical expression that could make a dramatic 
impact. 

From 1983-83 Roloff designed the Contemporary style, 22-story building in downtown Oklahoma City on Robinson 
Avenue. During the partnership of Bozalis Dickinson Roloff, from 1963 to 1971, Roloff designed the State Capitiol Bank 
(flying saucer bank) and the Citizens Bank Tower. In the partnership of Bailey Bozalis Dickinson Roloff, from 1958-1962, 
Roloff designed three government office buildings which ranged from two to six stories in the Neo-expressionism and and 
Post-modern styles and the Citizens State Bank (gold dome). In his partnership with Bailey and Bozalis, from 1948-1957, 
he designed one medical facility in Oklahoma City which is a three-story Modern building. Roloff was just one of multiple 
architects associated with these firms who was prolific during his practice and specifically focused on Modern architectural 
styles. The Citizen Bank Tower remains his most identifiable and minimally altered building from this period. Roloff 
believed "that you can build anythin~ but you must let the structure be part of the advertising" which he achieved with the 
design of the Citizens Bank Tower.1 

In conclusion, the Citizens Bank Tower merits recognition as an excellent local example of a Wrightian style office building 
in Oklahoma City. While the resource is less than fifty years old, it is an exceptional example of th.is style as the only 
example of Wrightian architecture as applied to commercial/skyscraper buildings in Oklahoma City. Within the context of 
local architecture, the Citizens Bank Tower was at the forefront of modern design and is therefore eligible under Criterion 
C as it retains sufficient integrity to merit recognition of its architectural significance. The Citizens Bank Tower is a 
distinctive building since its construction in 1965-66. Robert Roloff exhibited the relationship between the corporate identity 
and skyscrapers within his own expression of Modern architectural style. 

18 
Oklahoman, September 5, 1956, page 1. 

19 
Roloff interview with Schwan, December 29, 2009. 
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work of modernist design within the iimited context of mid-twentieth century, Okiahoma City. The 
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architectural form. Among the community’s earliest suburban, high-rise designs, the modernist 
building was a highly visible reflection of modern design activity and rejuvenated private 
development efforts in Oklahoma City during the 1960s. The commission combines outstanding 
design aesthetics along with the use of modern materials and technologies to create a rather 
innovative and eclectic commercial property.
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RECEIVED 2280
OCT 23 2009

NAT. REGISTt: n V i- HISTORIC PLACES 
national PARK SERVICE

October 21,2009

Ms. Jan Matthews 
Keeper of the Register 
National Park Service 2280, 8th floor 
National Register of Historic Places 
1201 T (Eye) Street, NW 
Washington D.C. 20005

Dear Ms. Matthews:

We are pleased to transmit six National Register of Historic Places nominations for 
Oklahoma properties. The nominations are for the following properties:

Ingle Brothers Broomcorn Warehouse, Shattuck, Ellis County
Irving Baptist Church, Ryan, Jefferson County
Downtown Mangum Historic District, Mangum, Greer County
Attucks School, Vinita, Craig County
The Bassett House, Cushing, Payne County
Citizens State Bank, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma County

We look foHA/ard to the results of your review. If there may be any questions, please do 
not hesitate to contact either Lynda B. Schwan of my staff or myself.

/I
Sincerely,

Melvena Heisch 
Deputy State Historic 

Preservation Officer

V
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Eligibility Comment Sheet

Property Name: United Founders Life Tower 
Oklahoma City 
Oklahoma County, Oklahoma

The United Founders Life Tower building meets National Register Criterion C at the local level in the area 
of Architecture. The building represents an exceptional work of modernist design within the limited 
context of mid-twentieth century, Oklahoma City urban construction and development. The building is a 
well-maintained example of modernist period (Expressionist/Populuxe) design with few comparable, 
contemporary examples in terms of scale, quality of design, or boldness of architectural form. Among the 
commimity’s earliest suburban, high-rise designs, the modernist building was a highly visible reflection of 
modem design activity and rejuvenated private development efforts in Oklahoma City during the 1960s. 
The commission was recognized at the time of constmction for its outstanding design aesthetics along with 
the use of modem materials and technologies to create a rather innovative and eclectic commercial 
property. The design and development approach selected also appeared to usher in a new acceptable 
vocabulary for suburban commercial development, leading to an expansion of Oklahoma City’s 
commercial downtovra to outlying areas of the growing city.

The current documentation for the United Founders Life Tower Building justifies significance under NR 
Criterion C (Architecture) and Criteria Consideration G for a property less than 50 years old. The 1963, 
Lee Richardson design represents a distinctive example of mid- to late-twentieth century expressionistic 
modem architecture utilizing “space-age” visual forms and a distinctive building plan. The United 
Founders design was a rather unique reaction to mainstream modernist architecture of the period, molded 
in large part by the desires of the clients and architects to create a highly-visible, signature building for 
their suburban development site, and the creative freedom that seems to have pervaded Oklahoma City 
architecture thanks in large part to the work of Frank Lloyd Wright, Bmce Goff, and others, that helped 
establish the local region a unique laboratory for unconventional twentieth-century designs (Price Towers, 
Citizens Bank Tower).

Freed of the orthogonal grid of a downtown location and seeing the opportunity of the open, low-rise 
landscape of the Oklahoma City suburbs, the sponsors and designers of the United Founders Tower took 
advantage of that local freedom of design to create an expressive modernist design that exalted in three- 
dimensional sculptural qualities and moved outside the more mainstream rectangular boxes of the period. 
The building’s “technological innovations” as outlined in the narrative, add an interesting component of 
the constmction story, although they do not appear by themselves to present sufficient grounds for 
justifying exceptional significance. Rather the use of folded plate technology and the incorporation of a 
revolving roof-top restaurant present further evidence of the open, experimental and somewhat 
unconventional nature of the architect’s approach to the overall building design and commission. The fact 
that the building had the only revolving platform restaurant in the state and cantilevered office balconies 
are not in themselves grounds for warranting exceptional significance under Criterion C, but these features 
clearly point to the remarkable creativity of design and marketing that were inherent in the creation of this 
particular building. The inclusion of a revolving restaurant atop the building placed the building in limited 
company with other similar buildings of the period and represented a unique example of the creative 
marketing and commercial development history of the site.

Inteeritv
The building has imdergone several fairly serious alterations, which detract from the historic integrity of
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The United Founders Life Tower building meets National Register Criterion C at the local level in the area 
of Architecture. The building represents an exceptional work of modernist design within the limited 

context of mid-twentieth century, Oklahoma City urban construction and development. The building is a 
well-maintained example of modernist period (Expressionist/Populuxe) design with few comparable, 

contemporary examples in terms of scale, quality of design, or boldness of architectural form. Among the 
community's earliest suburban, high-rise designs, the modernist building was a highly visible reflection of 

modern design activity and rejuvenated private development efforts in Oklahoma City during the 1960s. 
The commission was recognized at the time of construction for its outstanding design aesthetics along with 

the use of modern materials and technologies to create a rather innovative and eclectic commercial 
property. The design and development approach selected also appeared to usher in a new acceptable 

vocabulary for suburban commercial development, leading to an expansion of Oklahoma City's 
commercial downtown to outlying areas of the growing city. 

The current documentation for the United Founders Life Tower Building justifies significance under NR 

Criterion C (Architecture) and Criteria Consideration G for a property less than 50 years old. The 1963, 

Lee Richardson design represents a distinctive example of mid- to late-twentieth century expressionistic 

modern architecture utilizing "space-age" visual forms and a distinctive building plan. The United 
Founders design was a rather unique reaction to mainstream modernist architecture of the period, molded 

in large part by the desires of the clients and architects to create a highly-visible, signature building for 

their suburban development site, and the creative freedom that seems to have pervaded Oklahoma City 

architecture thanks in large part to the work of Frank Lloyd Wright, Bruce Goff, and others, that helped 

establish the local region a unique laboratory for unconventional twentieth-century designs (Price Towers, 

Citizens Bank Tower). 

Freed of the orthogonal grid of a downtown location and seeing the opportunity of the open, low-rise 
landscape of the Oklahoma City suburbs, the sponsors and designers of the United Founders Tower took 
advantage of that local freedom of design to create an expressive modernist design that exalted in three
dimensional sculptural qualities and moved outside the more mainstream rectangular boxes of the period. 

The building's ''technological innovations" as outlined in the narrative, add an interesting component of 
the construction story, although they do not appear by themselves to present sufficient grounds for 
justifying exceptional significance. Rather the use of folded plate technology and the incorporation of a 

revolving roof-top restaurant present further evidence of the open, experimental and somewhat 
unconventional nature of the architect's approach to the overall building design and commission. The fact 

that the building had the only revolving platform restaurant in the state and cantilevered office balconies 

are not in themselves grounds for warranting exceptional significance under Criterion C, but these features 

clearly point to the remarkable creativity of design and marketing that were inherent in the creation of this 

particular building. The inclusion of a revolving restaurant atop the building placed the building in limited 

company with other similar buildings of the period and represented a unique example of the creative 

marketing and commercial development history of the site. 

Integrity 
The building has undergone several fairly serious alterations, which detract from the historic integrity of 



the original design. While none of the changes (windows, interiors, color) individually negate the potential 
eligibility of the dramatic design, cumulatively they present serious cause for concern, particularly in light 
of the need to justify exceptional significance for this less than fifty-year-old building. In the final analysis 
the macro-design elements of the original building continue to dominate the visual appearance of the 
unique structure and allow us the ability to read through the later changes. Seen from a distance, as 
perhaps intended by the architects and building marketers, the building remains a structural tour-de-force, 
with several dominant features designed to catch the eye of the passing viewer-soaring verticals at the 
lower levels enhanced by an alternating pattern of slender, solid projections (balconies) and dark voids 
(window walls), supporting an extremely top-heavy upper balcony level, and all capped by an (angular) 
crown or spaceship. The sculptural qualities of this three-dimensional building are still largely intact 
conveying the original design elements as envisioned by the architects/builders.

The research undertaken to identify previous scholarly recognition for the property is laudable and quite 
extensive-even if the results were limited. While the lack of extant scholarly appreciation often makes the 
evaluation process more difficult, the documentation provided by the proponents provides at least a 
minimal fi-amework for understanding the place of the United Founders Life Tower design within the 
scope of contemporary Oklahoma City construction activity. The documentation outlines; the relative 
dearth of major high-rise construction commissions during the period, the most visible and noteworthy of 
these local efforts, and the prominent design trends associated with that activity and those that followed the 
construction of the Founders Tower. The documentation provides sufficient minimal context to identify 
the Founders Tower design as a unique reflection of mid-century construction activity and architectural 
design in the Oklahoma City community. While the documentation does not mark the Founders Tower as 
a particularly exceptional masterpiece of modem design, it nevertheless provides a sufficient overview of 
the nature, role and impact of the property within the context of local historical and architectural 
development in the 1960s to assess the significant contributions of the design to mid-century Oklahoma 
City architecture.
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construction of the Founders Tower. The documentation provides sufficient minimal context to identify 
the Founders Tower design as a unique reflection of mid-century construction activity and architectural 
design in the Oklahoma City community. While the documentation does not mark the Founders Tower as 
a particularly exceptional masterpiece of modern design, it nevertheless provides a sufficient overview of 
the nature, role and impact of the property within the context of local historical and architectural 
development in the 1960s to assess the significant contributions of the design to mid-century Oklahoma 
City architecture. 
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CITIZENS BANK TOWER 

Oklahoma County, OK

National Register of Historic Places - Return Comments:

The current nomination is being returned for technical and substantive revisions.

Description
The narrative could use a much stronger assessment of integrity for the interior spaces, given the 
renovation of the spaces from open-plan offices to residential units, particularly with the unique 
structural nature of the building and its open cantilever floor plates.

A building/site plan would be useful to help piece together the various buildings on the site and 
their angular orientation to one another.

Significance
The nomination really needs to set the local context for Modernism in Oklahoma City and provide a 
comparative analysis of the various examples built during the period, rather than relying solely on 
uniqueness. Why is unique significant? The nomination also seems to rely on the reader’s prior 
understanding of the history, development, and significance of the Price Towers property; assuming a 
knowledge of the publicity, prestige, and acclaim (?) that accompanied Wright’s design and why one 
would want to emulate the Towers in Oklahoma City. It would seem that more development of that 
context and that of Wrightian/organic architecture in Oklahoma in general might be useful for placing the 
Citizens Bank Tower in perspective.

The current nomination makes a number of interesting points (post-tensioning concrete constmction, 
prominent local architectural firm, suburban development patterns, etc.) but fails to capitalize on any of 
these to help establish and justify exceptional significance. For example it is noted that the architects were 
prolific local designers, but we do not really get a sense of how this particular design might represent an 
exceptional example of their work. Likewise, we are told of the placement of the property outside the 
main urban downtown core, but little if any significance is given to that aspect of the property. In my mind 
the very nature of the commercial complex with its spread out, multi-building design and imique three 
dimensional appearance reflects one of the most important elements of the architectural design. As seen in 
the nearby United Founders Life Tower, such suburban locations free architects to prepare plans outside 
the normal confines of tight urban sites, creating truly three-dimensional corporate signatures on the 
landscape. Such buildings often need, or seek, to be “unique” or exceptional in order to capture the 
attention of the local automobile/suburban society.

In most cases, a justification for exceptional significance is bolstered by evidence of scholarly appreciation 
for architectural designs, or at least a sense of the contemporary reception of these buildings within the 
local community. If, as the nomination says, the building was influential, the nomination needs to address 
in what way this was the case. How was it received by the local community? By tenants? Within the 
patterns of local architectural or commercial development?

It is fairly easy to justify exceptional significance under Criteria Consideration G for a property just slightly 
over the fifty year mark when the body of the comparative context rests in the historic, greater-than-50-year 
period, but it is quite another thing to establish exceptional significance when the identified context runs
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main urban downtown core, but little if any significance is given to that aspect of the property. In my mind 

the very nature of the commercial complex with its spread out, multi-building design and unique three 

dimensional appearance reflects one of the most important elements of the architectural design. As seen in 

the nearby United Founders Life Tower, such suburban locations free architects to prepare plans outside 
the normal confines of tight urban sites, creating truly three-dimensional corporate signatures on the 

landscape. Such buildings often need, or seek, to be "unique" or exceptional in order to capture the 

attention of the local automobile/suburban society. 

In most cases, a justification for exceptional significance is bolstered by evidence of scholarly appreciation 

for architectural designs, or at least a sense of the contemporary reception of these buildings within the 

local community. If, as the nomination says, the building was influential, the nomination needs to address 

in what way this was the case. How was it received by the local community? By tenants? Within the 

patterns of local architectural or commercial development? 

It is fairly easy to justify exceptional significance under Criteria Consideration G for a property just slightly 

over the fifty year mark when the body of the comparative context rests in the historic, greater-than-SO-year 

period, but it is quite another thing to establish exceptional significance when the identified context runs 



from c. 1950—1970, as in this property. (Please see the NR Comments for the United Founders Life 
Tower attached.)

If you have questions regarding these comments, please contact me directly at the number or e-mail listed 
below.

Paul R. LjKi^an, Historian 
(for) Ke^r of the National Register 
(202) ^4-2229 

Paul lusignan@nps.gov S :\nr\lusi\slrtcmp\citizensbankto wer.rtn

from c. 1950-1970, as in this property. (Please see the NR Comments for the United Founders Life 
Tower attached.) 

If you have questions regarding these comments, please contact me directly at the number or e-mail listed 
below. 

Paul . · an, Historian 
(for) K er of the National Register 
(202) 54-2229 
Paul lusignan@nps.gov S:\nr\lusi\slrtemp\citizensbanktower.rtn 
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National Park Service 2280, 8th floor 
National Register of Historic Places 
1201 "I" (Eye) Street, NW 
Washington D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Lusignan:
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Enclosed are the continuation pages and the site map you requested for the Citizen’s 
Bank Tower, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma County, Oklahoma National Register nomination. 
Please let me know if there is anything further you need.

Sincerely,

L^da B. Schwan
National Register Program Coordinator
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